How to design your epidemiological study: Research structure and design at a glance

Designing your epidemiological study through a proper research protocol appears to be an easy task, but in reality it is quite challenging. Numerous researchers - at entry level - start their researches in overexcitement. However, despite their enthusiasm and passion, designing and planning how to conduct the study is ultimately essential. This workshop aims to elucidate the principles of designing an epidemiological study through a scientific-sounding explanation. The workshop will begin by highlighting the importance of epidemiological research and the usage of epidemiology in general. The differences between an epidemiologist and a clinician will be highlighted thorough real case scenarios. Next, a detailed account of the elements of the research protocol will be given. We are going further to present some designs of epidemiological study (i.e. cross-sectional, case-control and case series). Finally, we will encourage attendees to jumpstart their brains as they will be asked to write a short proposal about an epidemiological issue and discuss the best design for their research protocols.
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